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TILIE and tale a long-paqt woe \\-ill heal, 
And make a ~nelod) o f  grief. -- IPillictin Ll lov~is  

(Ecrvt l~l~~ Prrr.czdisc, ii ,  23.)  

THE INFLUENCE OF MIND ON HEALTH: 
by H. T. Edge, M. A. 

HE subject here proposed is a large one. The influence 
of the mind is a much illore important factor in dis- 
ease and the cure of disease than it used to be, be- 
cause we have g-row11 more sensitive and finely organ- 
ized and our ailments are nlorc of tlie nervous Itind. 

Conseclucntly, in therapeutics moi-e attention is given to the influence 
of the mind. 

But before we can begin to discuss the subject profitably, it is 
essential to define our terms a little more accurately. The word 
" mind " is rather vague, as it stands in the above title, and needs 
closer definition. A little attention will show us that there are at 
least three factors concerned: the body; the mind, which is to be 
used as an agent; and the man himself, considered as a personality 
governed by will and motives. The man proposes to control and 
modify his thoughts and elnotions in such a way that they will act 
beneficially on the body. For instance, he will (let us say) attempt to 
cure his indigestion by issuing to hiillself a command or strong wish 
that he shall not so suffer; and this strong wish may take the form 
of a mental assertion that he actually does not suffer but is in good 
health. This constitutes an attempt to use the power of suggestion. . 
I t  is well known that such a power exists and can be used to produce 
desired results; so much is admitted by every physician; but there 
are varying degrees in which this belief is held. The 111ost extreme 
of such views are those which hold that all ailments can be cured by 
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this method, without any other help. A more rational view holds 
that this method is only one of many, all of which contribute their 
share to the result, surgery, pharmacology, diet, regimen, sanitation, 
etc., being equally important. 

The question of mental healing is at present in an exceedingly 
crude and experimental stage. Ordinary medicine is well organized 
and in the hands of a con~petent professional body with a vast ac- 
cumulation of records and experience behind them. But mental thera- 
peutics are the subject of indiscriminate experimentation by all and 
sundry. Hence it is important to observe the following point: that 
mental healing in itself, and mental healing as practised, are two 
entirely different things; and that it inay be quite proper to extol 
the former while condeinning the latter. It will be agreed that sur- 
gery and the prescribing of drugs, if left in the hands of quacks, 
ignorant persons, or the public generally, is a grave and dangerous 
abuse; but this is saying nothing against medicine itself. 

Competence, therefore, is seen to be a matter of prime importance; 
and we may well begin by asking who is competent to practise mental 
healing. To this question we challenge anybody to give a satisfac- 
tory answer. The kind of psychology-knowledge needed for such 
a competence is nowhere to be found in public; but instead thereof, 
infinite speculation and contradictory views. Anybody whatever, with 
sufficient self-confidence, may and does set himself up as a reliable 
authority on the subject, sure of a plentiful audience among a public 
to whom the satisfaction of gullibility seems to be a necessity of 
their life. Any doctor who has experimented in hypnotism seems 
to be at liberty to publish his views broadcast without discrimination, 
and to advocate the virtues of his own performances. Any clergyman 
may do the same thing; and we have mental healers of various 
grades, ranging from literary and philosophical writers on " new 
thought" to old men with long hair and beards and a superficial 
resemblance to the reputed likeness of that great Healer whose pow- 
ers they profess to have inherited. 

In short, we are proclaiming no new or unpopular view when we 
declare that the whole subject of mental healing is a complete chaos; ' 

and that even though the art  itself is or was of divine perfection, in 
its present condition it is bound to work probably far more harm 
than good. 

The powers called into play in mental healing are more delicate 
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and important than those which ordinary medicine uses; and the 
risk and responsibility connected with them is correspondingly great- 
er. Granted that the public in general, and unqualified persons in 
particular, are not to be trusted with the prescription of powerful 
drugs, or with doctoring themselves and others; we can but infer 
that the case is much stronger where psychological forces are con- 
cerned. Hypnotism, once loudly proclaimed as the coming power in 
medicine, has now dropped out of repute altogether; the warnings 
of competent advisers having proven true- that far  more harm 
than good would result from dabbling in it. The same is undoubt- 
edly true of mental healing; time and again we hear warnings and 
protests issued by physicians and others of the subtle dangers arising 
from this kind of psychology. 

An illness is often the manifestation of an evil which is on its 
way out of the system, having been thrown off from the mind; in 
which case the attempt to stop it would resemble the stopping of a 
discharge, and the impurity would be thrown back. I t  might be 
thought that such an argument would apply to the case of medicine 
in general, and that consequently it is not right to cure disease by any 
method at all. But such is not the case, for there is a marked differ- 
ence between ordinary medicine and mental healing. In the former 
we use physical forces, in the latter psychological. Consequently 
a different set of natural laws comes into play, and these have to be 
considered. I t  is one thing (1) to go to a doctor to cure a disease, 
and another thing (2) to invoke powerful internal forces, or (3)  
to pray to God for relief. In the first case, the doctor knows, more or 
less, what he is about; but in the second there is no doctor at  all, 
and the healer (ourself or another) is in hopeless ignorance re- 
garding the nature of the problems that confront him. If the appeal 
is to divine power, what answer could one reasonably expect to get, 
except that divine power knows its own business better than we do, 
and that what we desire is not always (or  often) what is best for us? 

But this article is not intended to be wholly condemnatory. The 
protesting against a misuse of mental healing is only one part of its 
purpose. For there is a sane and legitimate aspect of the question. 
T o  illustrate this, let us imagine two contrasted cases. A person has 
a diseased body and (1) he proposes to cure it by deliberately sitting 
down and desiring that it shall be cured; (2) he realizes that his 
bodily disease is the outcome of mental disease, and determines to 
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reform his mind and to bear the physical disease patiently, but with 
ordinary help from medicine aiid hygiene, until the evil force has 
exhausted itself, and his renewed mind has built up a new body. 
The latter is the right nlethod, the former is the wrong. 

Habitual indigestion rttay be the result of habitual carelessness 
in diet; in which case, ortlinary mental healing ~vould obviously be 
out of place; for, if successful (and any success cnul(1 only be tern- 
porary), it would allo~v the patient to contin~xe wit11 his self-abuse. 
What he ought to do is clearly to reform his habits, by changing his 
mental attitude of weakness and sloth. The principle, so easily seen 
in this extreme case, is of general applicatioi?, ancl should be applied 
in those subtler cases where we cannot so directly trace the cause of 
the con~plaint. The ii~digestion may be the result of some other 
bad habit or of a whole army of bad habits. In this case, the propel- 
thing to do is to correct the habits; to attempt to stop the disease 
while continuing its evil causes would be to violate all rational prin- 
ciples of therapeutics. Still ag-ain, the chronic dyspepsia can be the 
result of bad mental and enlotional habits, such as anxiety, fear, 
desire, or anger. Most probably it is the result of indtilging two 
opposite and incompatible mental states at the same time; or, in other 
words, it is due to our nature being con~plex, as though we were 
compact of several distinct personalities, each striving to run thc 
bodily inachine to suit its own purposes, and the result being conflict. 
In this case, again, short of ordinary medical treatment and precau- 
tions, intended to assuage the immediate consequences and to help the 
patient to cure himself, deliberate mental healing would be out of 
place, and the proper course is to seek out the cause and remove it. 

\Ye have thus taken the one instance of indigestion, but only as 
a typical example. W e  cannot cover the whole field within any limits 
less than those of a large treatise. To  understand the question, we 
must first study the relations between mind and body. 

W e  cannot think even the slightest thought without producing a 
physiological effect. The body and mind react on each other; but 
the inind is the first sinner, the originator of the chain of cause and 
effect. The body is composed of little organisms, varying in size and 

' 

complexity from the minute cell to the conlplex organ, which tend 
to repeat whatever in~pressions have been stamped upon them. Each 
of these little organisnls has its own brain, and they are all creatures 
of habit. Hence the body may continue to run in a cycle of bad 
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health by its own n~otrientunl long after the original cause in the 
mind has ceased to act. L\iid further, the body may influence the 
mind and give rise to strong thought. l'liese facts have to be taken in 
to account when we consider the cluestion of ctlre. IVe must begin with 
the mind, since that is the prime mover and the stronger influence ; but 
we must not neglect ordinary medical ar t  and healthy rules of life. 
I t  is necessary to exercise patience, because the evil tendency set up 
may be deep-seated, the result of n ~ u c l ~  time spent in creating- it. 

The next point to be considered is. Il'hat rules the mind? To  
answer this question i-ecluircs considerable analysis. It  will be found 
that n ~ o s t  people who try mcntal healing propose to try to cure one 
part of the niind with another part of the mind. Tt is necessary to 
have a clearer idea of what the mind is. And here comes in the 
question of the dual nature of man. 

I t  is not generally understood that tlzc dual naflirc of 111an, so 
~/zzdch ifzsisted 012 bjl Tlzcosoplzy, is  a?? absolzdc fact that has its physic- 
al counterpart and that enters into every question of physiology and 
hygiene. Xlan is, in very truth, a hlan within a mail. There is al- 
\\rays the perpetual struggle bet~veen the highel- and the lo~ver natures : 
and this goes on, not rlierely in the heart and in the nlind, but in the 
body and every cell of the body. The result is want of I~armony and 
co-ordination. In some natures the struggle is not intense, but in 
other natures it is more marked. People are born with unbalanced 
natures, and science says that this is due to heredity; but what are 
the causes behind heredity? A hunlan Ego has, in the course of its 
lives 011 earth, accumulated a host of diverse tendencies, and the re- 
sult is a highly complex nature: and it is not possible for all these 
conflicting tendencies to he harmoniously accommodated in one body. 
I t  might seem from this that we are preaching the doctrine that 
disease is inevitable; hut nre are merely showing that it is due to 
ignorance, and this iileans that it can be successfully conibated by 
knowledge. The inlniediate point is that heredity is largely the name 
of an effect, so that to attribute disease to heredity is merely linking 
together two effects, n~hile the cause of both is fhoziglzt - the crea- . 
tive power in the material world. Our bodies are the result of 
thought, and we are truly what we think. This however needs quali- 
fication, for the time-factor enters into the question: it takes time for 
thoughts to produce their material effects. The consequence is that 
we are now that which we have made ourselt-es by our fast thot~ghts, 
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and that our present thoughts will make our future bodies. I t  will 
be noticed how this touches upon the question of Karma. People are 
~nisfits because their desires are not constant and are conflicting. 
By the time their desires have brought about one set of conditions, the 
people are desiring something else. Also, people desire several dif- 
ferent and incompatible things at the same time. The typical case 
of misfit is that of the man whose aspirations are impeded or thwart- 
ed by his temperament and physique; yet this temperament and phy- 
sique is what he made for himself by his own desires at some time in 
the past history of the Soul. This may seein "unjust," perhaps you 
will say; but the question is, Is it a fact? 'ttTe have to try to 
understand the actual laws of life and remember that they must neces- 
sarily be framed in accordance with a far larger scheme of equity 
than we can readily conceive. And it is an undoubted fact that, ~7he11 
we think. especially with the added force of desire, we set in motion 
powerful creative forces. l i e  may have tried to satisfy our minds 
with belief in some arbitrary providence or some mysterious dis- 
pensation, or even with the impossible theory that all is governed 
by blind chance. But we shall sooner or later be forced to the con- 
clusion that natural law rules everywhere, and that man himself is 
both the creator and the experiencer of consequences. I t  is only 
because we have taken too limited a view of the range and duration 
of the Soul's life that we have failed to perceive this fact of the 
working of the law of cause and effect. What a man sou7s, that shall 
he reap, but a long interval may separate the seed-sowing from the 
harvest. Could we but see with the eye of the Soul, our life would 
appear a consistent scheme, and its purposes would be revealed. 

As far  as medicine is concerned, our duty is to apply this wisdom 
to whatever circumstances lie within our reach. Our past deeds can- 
not be undone, but their consequences may be palliated, brought to an 
end, and prevented from reproducing themselves, just as a doctor 
may apply remedies to diseased tissue in order to remove it and pre- 
vent it from spreading or growing again. Let us suppose that a per- 
son has grown up with a constitution debilitated and disordered by 
nervous complaints. These, let us say, are due to his having been 
suffered to fall into deleterious habits in youth; and the fact of his 
having been so treated in his youth is again due to certain unwhole- 
some desires that he indulged in a previous life, whereby he sowed a 
seed that grew up along with the growth of his present body. The 
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practical task before him is to mitigate and bring to as speedy an 
end as possible the consequences which he is now undergoing, and 
to take measures against the reproduction of similar conditions in 
the future. 

Before the wzind can cure tlze body, the mind ~tzust itself be ruholc; 
for a diseased mind cannot cure a diseased body any more than the 
blind can lead the blind. This is a very important point, and this alone 
suffices to explain why we cannot endorse indiscriminate attempts to 
practise mental healing. Oftener than not, in such attempts, the 
force employed to do the healing is the very force that is most destruc- 
tive to man's welfare - the force of desire. And so, though the ex- 
perimenter may get rid, for the time at  least, of his particular co111- 
plaint, he sows the seeds of future greater trouble. Another thing 
is this: that such an attempt to heal disease by calling in the aid of 
desire will probably act like a stimulant or a drug- that is, it will 
make drafts upon the stored up recuperative powers of the body, 
thus depleting them and leading eventually, as is the case with these 
powerful drugs, to a premature breakdo~vn of the basic vital func- 
tions, such as the heart and the brain. 

Still another argument against the indiscrinlinate practice of men- 
tal healing: it forms a branch of " psychism," which, as is generally 
admitted, is fraught with serious danger to the health and sanity of 
our race. T o  do anything which may arouse the subtler forces of the 
organism is a very dangerous undertaking; for before this can be 
done safely, it is always necessary that one should undergo tests 
and training calculated to establish his fitness for such a. responsi- 
bility. Now the great majority of people in our civilization live very 
carelessly, judging by the standards that have to be considered in 
this case. A very large proportion are afflicted with neurotic ail- 
ments and weaknesses of various kinds; and of very few can it be 
said that they have their desires and impulses under control. The 
effect of arousing psychic forces must therefore be highly disas- 
trous, for it increases the susceptibility without increasing the power 
of control. I t  is well known that Theosophy is strongly opposed to 
psychism in every form, because Theosophists recognize that psych- 

' 

ism is a great danger to humanity; so it will not be found surprising 
that we issue these warnings against indiscriminate experimentation 
in mental healing. 

The desire to be merely physically well is, in fact, not the motive 
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that should or can be rig-litly appealed to. As said, such a desire 
could but result in a panlpering of the body, thereby rendering it a 
greater foe to the true well-being of the man. ]$-hat then, is the power 
to which we should appeal? 

I t  is the pozucr of right rllotietc, tlie aspiration to realize the true 
n~eaiiing of our life and to live in it, rather than in our personal de- 
sires and pleasures. The satisfactioli of personal desires not being the 
true purpose of human life, the attempt to achieve such satisfaction 
results in disappointment. If these principles be considered too lofty 
and difficult for the ordinary man to follow, then let the ordinary 
man give up the idea of mental healing. Yo one is bound to study 
the deeper laws of nature, but those who do embark on this study 
must be willing to observe the necessary coiiditions. It is the attempt 
to combine occultisln wit11 a life of senstla1 satisfaction or worldly 
ambition that results in disaster. 

If we could only view the question of illness from the viewpoint 
of the Soul, we might see that a particular disease is actually a neces- 
sary part of the experience through ~vllich \Ire are going. " I t  is the 
will of God," says the voice of pious resignation; but it wotlld be 
h e l p f ~ ~ l  to be able to understand the " will of God " better. W e  now 
prevent or cure diseases that once were considered the will of God, 
because we know they are due to dirt or sonle other avoidable cause. 
A little deeper insight might enable us to perceive the cause of other 
ailments; and not merely the physical cause but tlie nloral necessity. 
Even if we could trace cancer to its physical cause, we should still 
feel in want of an explanation of why a particular person should 
be called on to undergo that particular suffering. 

I t  iiiust be said that we cannot understand fully the meaning of 
pain and disease unless we recognize the truth of reincarnation. Any 
notion of hunian life wl~ich does not include this truth is a wrong 
notion, and therefore n ~ a n y  of the problems of life will remain in- 
explicable to the person holding such a notion. Yet one allnost dreads 
to use the word "reincarnation," because it is so apt to bring up erron- 
eous ideas in the mind of those who are not familiar with this truth. 
I t  would be better to say that tlie man who wishes to understand the 

' 

problems of life must accustom himself to thinlcing about the life of 
the Soul, and not merely about tlie life of a single one of the Soul's 
successive bodily tenements. Thus viewed, our present life appears 
as a part of a whole: and so it is incomplete in itself and cannot be 
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considered separately. \Ire entered life with a certain heredity, and 
that hercdity was predetermined by the affinities and predilections 
which we had engendered during prerious lives. Were this not true, 
life would be t~njust,  and a mere farce without 1-hyiiie or reason. 
The seeds of a disease may have been sown in the present life 01- 

in one or rnore previous lives. The fact that the parents transmitted 
them does not affect the point at all, any more than does the fact 
that a microbe ti-ansniitted them. For the point is - zuhy or on what 
principle of logic or justice did we receive this heredity or incur thesc 
liabilities? The relation between one life arid the next is quite sitni- 
lar to that between one day and the nes t :  and we know that our 
behavior today riiay influence most painfully our experiences on the 
riiorrow. If a day of debauchery brings a following day of illness, 
why Inay not a lifetime of dissipation and self-indulgence bring after 
it a lifetinie of impaired health? - or worse! 

To  ascertain fully the rationale of any particular case of disease 
- say cancer - how thoroughly would it not be necessary to plumb 
the inmost secrets of the patient's daily life fro111 the cradle up?  And 
what doctor or confessor can do this? JI7ho could say to what hallit- 
ual self-neglect or self-indulgence, comniitted perhaps in total guile- 
lessness, the actual cause might be traceable? Four nleals a day, per- 
haps, with light refreshments in between; and niany other things that 
would only be in place in a medical journal. And when we pass to 
mental causes, what about habitual worrying, habitual fits of temper, 
inordinate vanity, green jealousy, overpowering desire, and the like? 
All these are diseases of the nlind 01- psychic nature, and must inevi- 
tably react on the body - perliaps long after the original cause has 
ceased to operate. 

To  cure a disease may be part of a process of general healing of 
the whole nature. If it is only a passing complaint, like a cold or a 
fever, or a mechanical illjury, ordinary treatment may suffice. Rut 
we speak particularly now of those chronic complaints which are the 
very ones that most interest nlental healers. Indigestion in its in- 
numerable forms and remoter consequences covers a large field, and 
the phrase " nervous complaints " fills out another large area. Per- ' 

haps nothing is more influenced by the mind than are the processes 
of assitnilation., Tf there were not a living, vitalizing soul within the 
body, no assimilation whatever could take place; what is assimilated 
depends on the nature of the living soul within the body. 
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These remarks may perhaps seem somewhat discursive, yet they are 
all directed to one chief point - namely that the deliberate attempt to 
cure one's illnesses or those of other people by a mental process is 
not likely to conduce to beneficial results and is not to be recommended. 
And the reason, as aforesaid, is that our minds need healing first - 
in fact our whole nature needs rectifying. In  making such an attempt 
we are experimenting rashly, poking heedlessly into the unknown, 
endeavoring to bring about results which we think desirable, but 
which are probably not desirable. I t  might be objected at  this point 
that the above reasoning applies to the physician's art in general, and 
that all remedial attempts are wrong and should be discouraged. But 
to argue thus would be to overlook the distinction between ordinary 
therapeutics and mental healing, which is a real and vital distinction. 
In the latter we enter into the domain of unknown psychic forces, 
and encounter therein new conditions; so that the same rules cannot 
apply to both cases. Ordinary medical science is a fairly well under- 
stood and carefully worked-out system, the fruit of much study and 
experience; but mental science is an unknown land. As regards the 
latter, we are in the stage of quackery and empiricism. Everybody 
thinks himself qualified, no matter how ignorant. Fancy such a state 
of affairs as existing in the domain of ordinary medicine! The 
public prosecutor would have to be busy. And in the case of mental 
healing the seriousness of the situation is not less but far  greater. 
I t  will be understood, then, that we are saying nothing whatever 
against mental healing itself, but a great deal against the indis- 
criminate practice thereof; and who can deny that we have ample 
justification? But who is to examine and grant certificates for men- 
tal healing? Echo answers, Who?  

I t  is worth while here to call attention to the fact that hypnotism, 
once hailed so enthusiastically as the coming savior in therapeutics, 
has now been found to be unreliable. The dangers pointed out by 
those who understood its real nature have proven themselves well- 
founded. Undo~btedly much harm is being done all the time by 
psychism and mental healing; such is the opinion of people quali- 
fied to speak - physicians and others who contact the intimacies of ' 

people's lives. 
But this article must not be all of a warning and negative nature; 

let us turn to the brighter side again. Mihat should be the conduct of 
one who is sincerely striving to live the true life? To intrust his 
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health to the care of a physician, to observe the ordinary and well- 
known rules of hygiene, and to leave the rest to the great Law that 
adjusts all human affairs with equity. Many such sincere workers 
in the great cause are afflicted with more or less unconlfortable and 
inadequate physical outfits - the result (as they know) of their own 
past building, in this life and in previous lives. Perhaps they had 
reached a mature age before they began to think seriously about life; 
and so, when they did begin to think seriously, they reversed the 
currents, so to say, and their old body forthwith became a misfit. 
What they have to do is to build a new and better body within the 
old, and keep up the process until the new is strong enough to drive 
out the old. The chief difficulty arises from the fact that the body 
reacts powerfully on the mind. While the mind is always the first 
sinner, the originator of the chain of action and reaction, yet the 
body is a creature of habit and tends always to repeat whatever lesson 
it may have been taught. The body is a collection of animals, each 
with its own little brain, each able to do one thing; and the tendency 
is for every cell, every group of cells, and every organ, to keep on 
doing what it has been accuston~ed to do. The result is the co-exis- 
tence within us of a contrary will - or, rather, of a host of contrary 
wills, as St. Paul and others have so feelingly complained.* 

The only way to stop this is to starve the old cells by refusing them 
their sustenance of thought; and then the process must eventually 
die out, however long it may take. And we should always remember 
that patience itself is one of the virtues; so that, in exercising it, 
we have thereby already attained part of our object. And time 
fights on our side. If it took time to build the bad habit, it will take 
time to unbuild it, but not so much time. 

The question of food is one of the most important in the whole 
business and one most fruitful in instructive object-lessons for the 
wise physician. A certain part of the food goes to keep us alive? as is 
shown by the fact that, if we abstain altogether, we die. But the 
greater part subserves other purposes. Our body is, as said, a host 
of little animals; and in most of us this menagerie is unruly. When 
we eat we are actually feeding a whole zoological garden. A great 
deal of the nutriment is absorbed almost immediately from the stom- 

* "We know that the law is spiritual: but I am carnal, sold under sin. For  that 
which I do I know not: for not what I would, that do I practise; but what I hate, that I do." 

-Romans, vii, 14, 15. 
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tions an artificial dress which they force the budding soul to assume? 
Do they not deck us out in mental ribbons and try to make us fill the 
r6le of little gods on tin ~vheels? All this means the production of a 
dual personality; and the catastrophe arrives when the harvesting 
time comes on. Clearly there will always be plenty of disease as long 
as people go about with these dual natures, and half the cells in their 
body pulling one way, and half the other. 

Enough has been said to indicate the scope of this subject and to 
interest any physician who is not already interested in it. Further 
advance in general knowledge on the subject is hindered by lack of 
progress in other directions; but it is evident that the true Theoso- 
phical life clears the way to a limitless vista of wisdom in the laws of 
health, mental, moral, and physical. 

THE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS: by F. S. Darrow, A. M., PH. D. 
" Oh thou, our Athens, violet-wreathed, brilliant, most enviable city! " 

HE picture of the early Acropolis, treated in a previous 
article, would be incomplete without a glance at the western 
approach which has always been the natural means of 
access to the summit. From earliest times the gradual 
slope of this end of the hill was fortified, at first by de- 

fenses a t  the top and an encircling wall below. At different periods 
these walls were multiplied a t  various levels, while the terraces were 
strengthened by nine gates and the whole was known as the Pelas - 
gicon. The repeated destruction of these walls inakes it difficult to 
follow their direction, though fragments a t  different points still re- 
main to testify to different building periods. The later Propylaea, 
the magnificent gateway at the top of the slope, was never in any 
sense a fortification. 

(E*) TIIE EARLY PARTHENON 
The rule of Peisistratus at Athens (560-527) marks an important 

epoch in the development of the city's greatness. Although the tyran- 
ny impeded the political progress pronlised by the wise constitutional 




